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Advanced Computational Intelligence Paradigms in Healthcare - 2 (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
Computational intelligence paradigms offer many advantages in maintaining and enhancing the field of healthcare. This volume presents seven chapters selected from the rapidly growing application areas of computational intelligence to healthcare systems, including intelligent synthetic characters, man-machine interface, menu generators, analysis of...
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Scala High Performance ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features Get the first book to explore Scala performance techniques in depth! Real-world inspired use cases illustrate and support the techniques studied and the language features This book is written by Vincent Theron and Michael Diamant, software engineers with several years of experience in the high-frequency trading and programmatic...
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The Humane Interface: New Directions for Designing Interactive SystemsAddison Wesley, 2000
 

"Deep thinking is rare in this field where most companies are glad to copy designs that were great back in the 1970s. The Humane Interface is a gourmet dish from a master chef. Five mice!"
 --Jakob Nielsen, Nielsen Norman Group
 Author of Designing Web Usability: The Practice...
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Agent and Web Service Technologies in Virtual Enterprises (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2007
Use of Internet technologies for the interest of individuals and organizations is becoming more contextrelated and the center of gravity is correctly placed to the utility and the value that all involved parties are getting from a business transaction, a business venture or a collaborative service.

Therefore, both aspects that are...
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Advanced Intelligent Paradigms in Computer Games (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
The evolution of technologies has greatly changed the basic structure of our industry and nature of our daily lives. Industries which did not exist several decades ago have made remarkable progress in recent years and flourished. One of the most typical examples is the computer game industry. This book presents a sample of the most recent research...
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Multi-Agent Systems for Traffic and Transportation Engineering (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009
Our increasing societal demand for mobility now challenges researchers to devise more efficient traffic and transportation systems.
The Handbook of Research on Multi-Agent Systems for Traffic and Transportation Engineering provides a unique compendium of research covering topics such as transportation system designs, control...
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Human-Centric Interfaces for Ambient IntelligenceAcademic Press, 2009
To create truly effective human-centric ambient intelligence systems both engineering and computing methods are needed. This is the first book to bridge data processing and intelligent reasoning methods for the creation of human-centered ambient intelligence systems. Interdisciplinary in nature, the book covers topics such as multi-modal...
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Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2007

	Building on the successful top-down approach of previous editions, the Fourth Edition of Computer Networking continues with an early emphasis on application-layer paradigms and application programming interfaces, encouraging a hands-on experience with protocols and networking concepts. With this edition, Kurose and Ross bring the...
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Artificial Neural Networks in Real-life ApplicationsIdea Group Publishing, 2005
The analysis of the computational models developed up to the present day show that the
artificial neural networks (ANN) have certain limits as information processing paradigms.
We believe that these limitations may be due to the fact that the existing models neither
reflect certain behaviours of the neurons nor consider the...
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Economic Miracles in the European EconomiesSpringer, 2019

	
		This book undertakes a theoretical and econometric analysis of intense economic growth in selected European countries during the end of the twentieth century and the beginning of the twenty first. Focusing on the accelerated economic growth that occurred in Ireland, the Netherlands, Spain, and Turkey, this book investigates the...
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LispAddison Wesley, 1980

	This third edition is a revised and expanded version of Winston and Horn's best-selling introduction to the Lisp programming language and to Lisp-based applications, many of which are possible as a result of advances in Artificial Intelligence technology. The Knowledge You Need The new edition retains the broad coverage of previous...
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Computer Organization and Design, Third Edition: The Hardware/Software Interface, Third EditionMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2004

	We believe that learning in computer science and engineering should reflect the
	current state of the field, as well as introduce the principles that are shaping computing.
	We also feel that readers in every specialty of computing need to appreciate
	the organizational paradigms that determine the capabilities, performance,
	and,...
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